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could be the UQ docking site, we determined the structures of
GlpD bound with menadione (MD) and 2-n-heptyl-4-hydroxyquin-
oline N-oxide (HQNO), to resolutions of 2.6 and 2.9 Å, respectively
(Table 2). MD is a bacterial UQ analog, used in enzymatic reactions
with GlpD to establish its electron-transfer activity (4) whereas
HQNO is competitive inhibitor that can bind to UQ-sites (17); we
have determined the activity of GlpD in the presence of MD and
HQNO, further verifying that these quinones can function to accept
electrons generated from dehydrogenation of G3P or have inhib-
itory effects on electron transfer to the terminal acceptor in the
assay (SI Table 5). The MD and HQNO sites are close to the
hydrophobic plateau region initially indicated by the !-OG mole-
cule; difference Fouriers maps for three separate datasets of MD-
and HQNO-complexed GlpD were compared and all define bind-

ing to the hydrophobic plateau, with well resolved electron densities
except for the flexible tail region of HQNO (SI Fig. 7). MD and
HQNO can displace !-OG in the soaked structures, indicating
greater binding affinities. Although it has been speculated that
GlpD is a metalloenzyme (4), in contrast, we found GlpD to be
inhibited by metals, similar to the human dehydrogenase, Gpd1
(18). The metal-independency for GlpD activity may have impli-
cations on the mechanism of electron transfer, discussed below.

Structural evidence that this region is the UQ docking site is that
a number of !-strands are found here, presenting a planar lipophilic
surface, similar to that observed in electron-transfer flavoprotein-
ubiquinone oxidoreductase (ETF-QO) (19). Additionally, the pres-
ence of a topological switch point, whereby two adjacent parallel
!-strands form a substrate binding cleft with their respective loops,

Fig. 2. Dimeric structure of the glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. Two views of the GlpD enzyme, in ribbon depiction, with the membrane bilayer indicated
by the transparent blue rectangle. A molecule of FAD and product DHAP, depicted in ball-in-stick at the center of each monomer, defines the active site in the
dimeric GlpD. !-octyl glucoside detergent (!-OG) molecules, depicted in ball-and-stick, are found at the base of the enzyme. A UQ analogue, menadione (MD),
is found bound at a hydrophobic plateau, possibly delineating the UQ docking site.

Table 2. Data collection and refinement statistics

Native 2-PGA PEP DHAP GAP MD HQNO

Data collection
Space group I222 I222 I222 I222 I222 I222 I222
Cell dimensions

a, b, c, Å 113.95,
114.19,
193.16

113.75,
113.91,
193.07

114.02,
114.09,
193.16

113.71,
113.74,
193.03

116.02,
116.13,
195.56

115.71,
115.93,
195.60

114.10,
114.49,
192.62

" , ! , # , ° 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 90 ,90 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90
Resolution, Å 1.75 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.9 2.6 2.9
Rsym or Rmerge 0.06 (0.442) 0.089 (0.435) 0.079 (0.401) 0.076 (0.384) 0.087 (0.425) 0.081 (0.386) 0.102 (0.507)
I/$ I 12.9 (3.0) 14.5 (1.8) 9.2 (3.1) 21.1 (2.6) 11.0 (3.2) 8.9 (2.3) 7.0 (2.9)
Completeness, % 99.6 (99.1) 98.5 (88.1) 100 (100) 99.9 (99.1) 91.4 (82.4) 93.2 (85.8) 99.9 (100)
Redundancy 9.4 (9.3 ) 6.2 ( 3.6) 9.9 ( 10.0) 6.1 (5.0 ) 7.3 (5.9) 4. 5 (3.6) 7.4 (7.5)

Refinement
Resolution, Å 1.75 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.9 2.6 2.9
No. of reflections 125,835 55,867 73,532 73,805 27,093 37,943 2,8342
Rwork/Rfree 0.19/0.235 0.189/0.238 0.197/0.25 0.191/0.25 0.185/0.283 0.216/0.262 0.182/0.282
No. of atoms

Protein 8,014 8,014 8,014 8,014 8,014 8,014 8,014
Ligand/ion 106 128 126 126 126 165 164
Water 472 378 300 400

B-factors
Protein 29.1 37.6 35.1 34.1 35.2 37.4 38.0
Ligand/ion 17.3 26.0 23.6 24.6 27.0 39.6 39. 7
Water 35.8 36.8 39.0 39.5

rmsd
Bond lengths, Å 0.013 0.019 0.022 0.023 0.025 0.025 0.025
Bond angles, ° 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.5

Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell.
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